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The  Soft  Coup  Collapses  –  CIA  Bluffing,  Russia  Did  Not  Hack,  Blackmail  Revealed  –  What
Next?

By Robert David Steele, January 09 2017

CIA was bluffing,  produced no evidence –  Russians  did  not  “hack”  the election.  Is  this  the
beginning of the end of the Deep State in the USA? Can Trump clean house & wage peace?

Russian ‘Cyberattacking’ – When the Most Flagrant Lie Becomes the Truth

By Peter Koenig, January 10 2017

Russian ‘Hacking’ and tilting the American elections in favor of Donald Trump’s is one of the
most  flagrant  lies  the  White  House  has  thrown  around  the  world.  Yet,  Mr.  Obama  is
desperate to make the American people and the world believe it did actually happen. As
Goebbels, Hitler’s Propaganda Minister, said some 70 years ago, and many before and after
him, “If you repeat a lie often enough, it becomes the truth”.

Here’s How Goldman Sachs Became the Overlord of the Trump Administration

By Pam Martens and Russ Martens, January 10 2017

How did a candidate who repeatedly demonized Goldman Sachs as the poster child for a
corrupt establishment that owned Washington end up with Goldman Sachs’ progeny filling
every post that even tangentially has the odor of  money or global  finance? One answer is
family ties; another may be something darker.
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Billionaires to Key Cabinet Positions: Is Donald Trump the “Back Door Man” for Henry A.
Kissinger & Co?

By F. William Engdahl, January 10 2017

The term Back Door Man has several connotations. In the original blues song written by
Willie Dixon, it refers to a man having an affair with a married woman, using the back door
to flee before the husband comes home. During the Gerald Ford Presidency, Back Door Man
was applied to Dick Cheney as Ford’s White House Chief of Staff and his “skills” at getting
what he wanted through opaque means. More and more as Cabinet choices are named, it
looks like the entire Trump Presidency project is emerging as Henry A. Kissinger’s “Back
Door Man,” in the Cheney meaning of the term.

The End of Ideology in Cuba?

By Arnold August, January 10 2017

In Cuba, in the last year or so, there has been a steady increase in the End of Ideology code
words and buzz phrases emitted by some marginal Cuban bloggers and intellectuals. They
were timid at first but became increasingly bold. To mention just a few: complaining of what
they  see  as  a  “sterile  dichotomy  between  socialism  and  capitalism”;  advising  Cuban
revolutionaries  to  be  “balanced  and  more  profound  in  offering  their  criticism”  of  U.S.
imperialism;  opposing  what  they  consider  the  extremist  “Fidelista”  and  “anti-Castro”
positions, placing both on the same footing; labelling those who are Marxist-Leninist or
Fidelista as “extremists” or “fanatics”; writing about “two major fallacies of what it means to
be a revolutionary in Cuba, from the left and right,” both being based on “exclusive dogma”;
and, finally, asserting that “life is much more profound than even ideology.”
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